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AIDA, the Ancient Inscription Database and Analytic system can be used to translate
and analyze ancient Minoan language. The AIDA system currently stores three types of
ancient Minoan inscriptions: Linear A, Cretan Hieroglyph and Phaistos Disk inscriptions.
In addition, AIDA provides candidate syllabic values and translations of Minoan words
and inscriptions into English. The AIDA system allows the users to change these candidate
phonetic assignments to the Linear A, Cretan Hieroglyph and Phaistos symbols. Hence
the AIDA system provides for various scholars not only a convenient online resource
to browse Minoan inscriptions but also provides an analysis tool to explore various
options of phonetic assignments and their implications. Such explorations can aid in the
decipherment of Minoan inscriptions.
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1Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Minoan Language
The Minoan language was the language of the ancient Minoan civilization of Crete.
During the Bronze Age Minoan culture flourished on the island of Crete and some other
islands and coastal areas of the Aegean Sea between about 3000 and 1500 BCE [35]. The
Minoan language, a Pre-Greek, non-Indo-European language, survives only in ancient
inscription in three different types of scripts, namely the Linear A script (about 1500
inscriptions), the Cretan Hieroglyphic script (about 350 inscriptions), and the Phaistos
Disk inscription, which is a unique inscription consisting of printed seals for each symbol
[38]. Despite the available evidence and inscriptions, the Minoan language is unknown
and unclassified at this present date.
1.1.1 Linear A inscription
Inscriptions written by Minoan civilization using Cretan hieroglyphs and later in the
Linear A syllabary are still undeciphered except the fact that Linear A only partly
deciphered as they are fairly legible by comparison with Linear B. Linear A is the main
Minoan script. It was discovered in Knossos by archaeologist Arthur Evans [17]. Evans
named the script “Linear” as its characters consisted of lines inscribed in clay. In contrast,
2Cretan hieroglyphs had more pictographic characters, which were used during the
same period. Linear A flourished during the Middle Minoan Period, specifically from
1625− 1450 BC [38]. It is a possible descendent of Cretan hieroglyphs and the ancestor
of Linear B. Despite being the main Minoan script, Linear A remained undeciphered
for over a century. In the Figure 1.1, a Linear A inscription is presented. In Godart and
Oliver [22] book it is included with a clear drawing of the original inscription.
(a) Linear A original inscription
(b) Recreated drawing of the inscription
Figure 1.1: Linear A Inscription on a clay pot (Source: Godart and Olivier [22] )
31.1.2 Cretan Hieroglyphs
The Cretan Hieroglyphs script was used on the Island of Crete between 2000− 1650 BC as
a writing system. Though it predates Linear A by about a century, both writing systems
continued to be used in parallel for most of their history. Most of the symbols found in
the Cretan Hieroglyphs writing were found in the form of clay documents. Some of the
inscriptions were incised on the still moist clay with a sharp stylus and some were also
carved on minute stone seals [2]. It is a belief that, like most other hieroglyphic writing
systems, for example Egyptian, Hittite, even the Mayan, the Cretan Hieroglyphs script
was developed in the basis of culture, rituals, and indigenous practices. Figure 1.1 shows
a sample Cretan Hieroglyph inscription.
(a) CH original inscription (b) Drawing of the original inscription
Figure 1.2: Cretan Hieroglyphs Inscription (Source: CHIC by J.P. Olivier, L. Godart, and
J.C. Poursat [40]) )
1.1.3 Phaistos Disk
The Phaistos Disk is a 4000 year old clay disk, discovered in 1908 by the Italian archae-
ologist Luigi Pernier in the Minoan palace-site of Phaistos on the Greek island of Crete.
4The Phaistos Disk contains 241 tokens, comprising 45 distinct signs, which were made by
pressing hieroglyphic seals in a spiral arrangement into a disc of soft clay. The diameter
of the disk varies between 15.8 cm to 16.5 cm and its thickness varies between 1.6 to 2.1
cm. The variation in size indicates that it was handmade. The imperfection of the spiral
lines also indicate it was hand drawn. The symbols are grouped between 2 and 7 symbols
by vertical lines. The direction of reading the symbols and their linguistic meaning is still
a mystery. Figure 1.3 shows the two faces of the Phaistos Disk.
(a) Phaistos Disk Face A (b) Phaistos Disk Face B
Figure 1.3: The Phaistos Disk made of fired clay found in Crete [37]
1.2 Problem Statement
There are no widely accepted decipherments of the Minoan inscriptions in Cretan Hiero-
glyphs, Linear A and Phaistos Disk although there are many proposals. Despite of having
many inscriptions from Knossos and other places, the Minoan language remains the only
extensive writing of the ancient European civilization which can not yet be deciphered. It
5is mostly because the inscriptions are written in very abbreviated form and the literature
is not extensive. Another problem with decipherment attempts is that there are too few
longer inscriptions in the three different scripts. About 1200 Linear A inscriptions contain
only one or two symbols. It is an extremely difficult task to decipher literature that is
only found in a limited number written on clay tablet heavily damaged and buried for
centuries. The only hope to decipher the Minoan language is to co-ordinate and review
the inscriptions carefully and find the relationship between the sentences and words in
those three different inscriptions.
1.3 Objective
It would be highly beneficial for a decipherment effort to bring together all three types of
inscriptions into a common format. Since Linear A inscriptions are the most common, this
would mean in practice the translation of the Cretan Hieroglyph and the Phaistos Disk
inscriptions into Linear A. That is one of the goals of our Minoan database system. The
basis of the translation to Linear A are two functions. First, a mapping from the Cretan
Hieroglyph symbols to the Linear A symbols. Second a mapping from the Phaistos Disk
symbols to Cretan Hieroglyph symbols.
1.4 Contribution
We present the AIDA system, short for Ancient Inscription Database and Analytics system,
which brings all three types of Minoan inscriptions into the same Linear A format and
provides a powerful search capability. The acronym name AIDA is famous from Verdi’s
opera of the same name, where the Ethiopian princess is called Aida. That name is said
to derive from Aita, an ancient Egyptian or other African women’s name. It may be also
6cognate with Finnish a¨ita, which means ”mother” in English. In any case, one of the
major goals of the AIDA system is to find possible cognates of the Minoan words.
In AIDA, one can enter any Linear A sequence and all the words and the
database system will return any English word and inscriptions that contain that sequence
including the Cretan Hieroglyph inscriptions and Phaistos Disk blocks whose translations
into Linear A contain the search sequence. Similarly, one can search a Cretan Hieroglyph
sequence and bring up all three types of inscriptions that contain the equivalent signs. In
addition, our system provides the English meaning of a set of words from the lexicon
in [57] and translations of texts from [55, 54, 57, 58].
1.5 Outline of the Thesis
We start with a general overview of the thesis topics, the first chapter briefly explains the
objectives, problems, the final goal, and potential contributions of the study. Chapter 2 de-
scribes some related work. To our knowledge AIDA is the first attempt to make a database
for storing the three different types of inscriptions of the in Minoan language. There are
some other web-pages that present some information regarding Minoan inscriptions, but
they can not be queried and easily used for data analysis and finding relations between
three different inscriptions types. Chapter 3 presents the data sources for the inscriptions
that are used for this thesis and most importantly the one-to-one relation mappings
between pairs of inscriptions and symbols. In Chapter 4 we show the data statistics of
AIDA system. In Chapter 5, a brief description of the database structure is given together
with the application interface. Chapter 6 reports the tabulated results of this application
followed by some discussion. Chapter 7 contains the conclusions, limitations, and some
proposed suggestions regarding future work and potential improvements of the AIDA
system.
7Chapter 2
RELATED WORKS
Currently, there is no other online Minoan inscription database system available for public
use. However, there is a Linear B inscription database system called the DAMOS system,
which is an abbreviation for Database of Mycenaean at Oslo [4]. The Linear B script was
a successor of the Linear A script [38]. Linear B was the earliest form of Greek writing
that is generally agreed to have been deciphered correctly in 1953 by M. Ventris and J.
Chandwick [7, 67].
8Chapter 3
Data Sources
For the Cretan Hieroglyphic inscriptions we used the book Corpus Hieroglyphicarum
Inscriptionum Cretae, abbreviated CHIC, by Olivier et al. [40]. For the Linear A inscriptions
we used Godart and Olivier’s book Recueil des inscriptions en Line´aire A [22], which is
commonly abbreviated GORILA by the first letters of the authors and the title. For the
Phaistos Disk, we used Evans [17]. These three reference books introduced, respectively,
a special numbering of the Cretan Hieroglyph, Linear A and Phaistos Disk symbols. The
CHIC book also gave a numbering of the Cretan Hieroglyphic inscriptions. Evans [17]
called the two sides of the Phaistos Disk, sides A and B and gave a numbering of the
blocks on side A from A1 in the inside to A30 on the outside and on side B from B1 in
the inside to B31 on the outside.
Cretan Hieroglyphs and Linear A are just two of about ten different scripts that
belong to the Cretan Script Family, whose development was studied using bioinformatics
phylogenetic algorithms in Revesz [53]. The discovery of the Cretan Script Family played
an essential role in the decipherment of the Phaistos Disk [55], Cretan Hieroglyphic
inscriptions [58] and Linear A [57]. All these decipherments were based on one-to-one
mappings between pairs of scripts within the Cretan Script Family. When a script with
known phonetic values is mapped to a script with unknown phonetic values, then the
phonetic values of the former script also can be mapped, at least tentatively, to the
9symbols of the latter script.
Revesz also gave one-to-one mappings from the Phaistos Disk symbols and
to the Cretan Hieroglyphs [53] and from the Cretan Hieroglyphs to the Linear A sym-
bols [58]. These mappings enable the transliteration from any of the three types of Minoan
inscriptions into the other two types.
10
Figure 3.1: One-to-one mappings from Cretan Hieroglyphic to Linear A (Source: Revesz
et al. [58])
11
(a) PD to CH 1-15 (b) PD to CH 16-31 (c) PD to CH 31-45
Figure 3.2: One-to-one mappings from Phaistos disk to Cretan Hieroglyphic(Source:
Revesz et al. [53])
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Chapter 4
Data Statistics
AIDA has a total of 661 inscriptions of which 91 are Linear A inscriptions, 509 Cretan
Hieroglyph and 61 Phaistos Disk inscriptions. For Linear A we took the inscription
sequence from GORILA [22] and for Cretan Hieroglyphs we used the inscriptions available
in CHIC [40].
Inscription type Count
Linear A 91
Phaistos Disk 61
Cretan Hieroglyph 509
Total 661
Table 4.1: Inscription types and counts
For representing the signs with id numbers AIDA has 260 ids for Linear A
symbols, 153 for Cretan Hieroglyph and 45 for the Phaistos Disk symbols.
Sign type Count
Linear A 260
Phaistos Disk 45
Cretan Hieroglyph 153
Total 458
Table 4.2: Sign types and counts
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AIDA has 90 English words available for corresponding Linear A symbol sequence. We
used these words from Revesz [57].
English Words 90
Different Cognates 209
Other Languages 10
Table 4.3: English to Linear A words with cognates
For translating to Linear A from Cretan Hieroglyph and Phaistos Disk, AIDA
has 96 entries for Cretan Hieroglyph to linear A and 45 entries for Phaistos Disk to Cretan
Hieroglyph. We collected the correspondence table from Revesz [53].
Correspondence of Alphabets
Cretan Hieroglyph to Linear A 96
Phaistos Disk to Cretan Hieroglyph 45
Table 4.4: Correspondence of alphabets between three different Minoan writing systems
14
Chapter 5
Database Design and Implementation
Our entity-relationship diagram is shown in Figure 5.1. The entity relationship diagram
contains a relation for the Phaistos Disk symbols (PD-Symbol), the Cretan Hieroglyph
symbols (CH-Symbol) and the Linear A symbols (LA-Symbol). These three sets of
symbols are indexed, respectively, by the identification numbers given by Evans [17],
CHIC [40], and GORILA [22]. We also have relations that store the Phaistos Disk
block numerical sequences (PD-Block), the Cretan Hieroglyph number sequences (CH-
Inscriptions), and the Linear A words (Lin-A-Lexicon). Between any type of inscriptions
and the corresponding type of symbols, there is a many-to-many containment relation.
Therefore, there are three containment relations: Contains-PD, Contains-CH and Contains-
LA. Finally, relation Lin-A-inscriptions stores the translated Linear A inscriptions by a
number sequence and a meaning. There is a many-to-many relationship between the
Lin-A-Lexicon relation and the Lin-A-Inscriptions relation. For each Lin-A-Lexicon tuple
we store the Linear A word’s number sequence as well as its meaning, which is an English
word or phrase. We indicate one-to-one relationships by arrows and the number 1 on the
links between the entity sets and the relationship set. Similarly, we also indicate by the
symbols N and M on the links the many-to-many relationships.
For the implementation, we used the MYSQL database system for storing and
retrieving data. We built the system interface, which will be described in more detail
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in Section 5.1.1, using Boostrap V4.3.1, HTML and CSS. We are running a PHP script
to handle the input from the user interface and provide output to the users. The
whole system is hosted at the following University of Nebraska-Lincoln server: https:
//cse.unl.edu/~revesz/aida.php.
Figure 5.1: The entity-relationship diagram (Source: Revesz et al. [61]).
5.1 The User Interface and Queries
Next we describe the AIDA system’s user interface in Section 5.1.1. After that, the follow-
ing three sections present different types of queries. In particular, Section 5.1.2 presents
Linear A queries, Section 5.1.3 presents Cretan Hieroglyph queries, and Section 5.1.4
presents English word queries.
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5.1.1 The User Interface
Figure 5.2 shows the user interface of the AIDA system. The top line of the user interface
contains some clickable choices regarding various information options about the AIDA
system, including a brief user’s manual that describes how to use the system. The next
three lines of the user interface shows three prompt boxes. The user can select any of
these three prompt boxes to enter a query. The first prompt box allows the user to enter a
Linear A number sequence. The second prompt box allows the user to enter a Cretan
Hieroglyph number sequence. The third prompt box allows the user to enter an English
keyword. In case the user knows the actual symbol sequence but forgot the associated
numbers, the bottom of the AIDA user interface shows a matrix of Linear A symbols.
Below each Linear A symbol, its identification number is given based on the GORILA
book [22].
Figure 5.2: The AIDA user interface.
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5.1.2 Linear A Queries
By Linear A queries we mean queries that search for the occurrences of various substrings
in the Minoan lexicon and the Minoan inscriptions stored in the AIDA system. As an
example of a Linear A query, we use the sequence 57-7-67. Given that number sequence,
the system returns the answer shown in Figure 5.3. We see that it is used in three different
Linear A inscriptions. For these inscriptions the entire Linear A number sequences and
the GORILA identification strings are returned. After the GORILA identification string
we also list in parentheses the GORILA volume number and page number separated by a
slash where the inscription is described.
In addition, the sequence 57-7-67 also occurs in several Linear A lexicon words.
One of the lexicon words means “star” while other lexicon words mean “moon”. It
appears that in the Minoan language the word for “moon” is expressed as either the
compound “star+queen” or “star+head”, that is, the moon was viewed as the queen or
the chief of the stars.
The AIDA system also returns in the last column the syllabic transliteration of the
Linear A word for star. The syllabic values are based on Table 12 in [57]. Figure 5.3 shows
that the syllabic value for ”star” is ke-es-ki. The syllabic values of the Linear A symbols
can be updated by the users, which would allow some experimentation. However, any
change of syllabic value of a symbol needs to be carefully investigated for its implications.
The AIDA system is designed to facilitate such an investigation because the users can
retrieve all the words and previous translations that may contain a particular symbol and
then see the effect of any change.
The AIDA system also displays in the third and fourth column the putative
cognates and the languages in which those cognates occur, respectively. For example, the
word kisˇka is a Selkup word that also means ”star” in that language. Note the phonetic
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similarity between ke-es-ki, which was likely pronounced as keski and the Selkup word
kisˇka. The phonetic similarities and the same meaning suggest that they are cognate
words. Other possible cognate words retrieved by the AIDA system are χus in Khanty,
konˇs in Mansi and kusˇku in Hattic, all meaning “star”.
Figure 5.3: The result of querying the Linear A sequence 57-7-67.
5.1.3 Cretan Hieroglyph Queries
Similar to Linear A queries, a Cretan Hieroglyph query retrieves all the Minoan inscrip-
tions that contain a particular Cretan Hieroglyph sequence of its Phaistos Disk or Linear
A equivalent sequences. As an example of a Cretan Hieroglyph query, we used the
sequence 25-04-03 as shown in Figure 5.4.
The AIDA system gave an output table where the first column shows the
equivalent Linear A sequences of two Minoan inscriptions. The first inscription is a
block of the Phaistos Disk, namely block B3. Normally under the CHIC column we
would have the Cretan Hieroglyphic inscription identification number from [40], which
ranges from #1 to #331. However, there are a few inscriptions that can be considered
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Cretan Hieroglyph inscriptions, although they do not appear in [40]. One of these
inscription is the Arkalochori Axe inscription, which we added to the database as the
Cretan Hieroglyphic inscription CHIC #332. The AIDA system was able to bring these
two inscriptions with different scripts together and show their relationship. The existence
of the common subsequence, which in Linear A would be the following number sequence:
004-712-028, according to the numbering of the Linear A symbols in [22]. The common
subsequence implies that it is likely some suffix when the inscriptions are both read from
left to right. In a similar manner, a user may find all the occurrences of other candidate
prefixes and suffixes. The prefix or suffix nature of the sequences would be strongly
supported by their multiple occurrences at the beginning or the end of short inscriptions
or the blocks within larger inscriptions such as the Phaistos Disk.
Figure 5.4: The result of querying the Cretan Hieroglyph sequence 25-04-03.
5.1.4 Word Queries
A word query simply retrieves all the lexicon items and translated texts where some
English language keyword appears. The English language keyword can be any word in
the English language. If it is not found in the lexicon or the translations, then the AIDA
system returns the message “not found”. As an example of a word query, we used AIDA
to look up all the items that contain the word “light” as shown in Figure 5.5 and the word
“moon” as shown in Figure 5.6.
As Figure 5.5 shows, the word “light” occurs not only in the dictionary entry for
“light” but also in the dictionary entry for “sunlight”. The entry for “light” is associated
20
Figure 5.5: The result of querying the word ”light”.
with two different Linear A number sequences, the first is 8-27 and the second is 8-80,
which has syllabic transliterations fe-ne and fe-nu, respectively. These two pronunciations
may have been dialectical variations, or they may had slightly different connotations that
currently we do not know. However, both of these words seem cognate with other words
such as fe´ny in Hungarian and pa¨ju in Sami.
The word for “sunlight” has the Linear A number sequence 302-344-28, syllabic
transliteration pj-ai-ku and possible cognate paike in the Estonian language, where the
word also means “sunlight”. More importantly, one can see the possible development
from Sami pa¨ju to Estonian paike with a possible suffix -ke at the end of the word.
Figure 5.6 shows the word query for “moon”. As we saw in Section 5.1.2, in the
Minoan language the moon is considered either the queen of stars or the head of stars.
Therefore, we see the sequence 57-7-67, which means “star”, appear in both definitions
of “moon”. In addition, the word “moon” appears also in some translated Linear A
inscriptions. Finally, Figure 5.7 shows the word query for “star”. It has some overlaps
with the previous queries because of the above mentioned reasons.
21
Figure 5.6: The result of querying the word ”moon”.
Figure 5.7: The result of querying the word ”star”.
22
Chapter 6
Data Analytics
The AIDA system can do some simple data analytics. It can count the number of
occurrences of any substring. It can also return the most frequent substrings of length k
in the inscriptions database, where k is any integer greater than or equal to two. In the
future we plan to extend these basic statistics to a more sophisticated analysis where the
most frequent substrings are analyzed to check whether they occur preferentially in the
beginning, the middle or the end of the inscriptions. This more sophisticated analysis
could help determine whether the most frequent substrings are prefixes, word roots, or
suffixes, and whether the root words are likely to be nouns or verbs. The AIDA system
also could help discover relationships among various scripts, strengthening recent work
that shows that Near Eastern scripts have spread both to the west and to the east [12].
23
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The development of the AIDA system is challenging because it requires knowledge of
the important database system design principles as well as a knowledge of Minoan
inscriptions and the basic concepts of comparative linguistics. These three areas of
knowledge are uniquely brought together in our AIDA system. The AIDA system has a
potential to be a widely used resource for many scholars in the humanities in the fields
of classics, history and linguistics. As a future work, we hope to extend the system
with other ancient languages, such as Sumerian [14, 59], Elamite [16], and the Indus
Valley Script [11, 71]. As our database grows, we also investigate the possibility of using
ElasticSearch [23] to make queries more efficient.
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